CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

After analyzing the Tourism Booklet of West Sumatera, the conclusions can conclude as the following:

1. Based on the classifying in tourism booklet of West Sumatera, The types of morphemes that are derivational and inflectional morphemes. And the types of morphemes most frequently used are inflectional morphemes that are 527.

2. As stated in the previous analysis that the inflectional functions of morphemes as the plural marker are applied to be the most dominant function in tourism booklet of West Sumatera that are 247 or 46.9%.

5.2 Suggestion

As stated in the conclusion above, the suggestions are as the following:

1. This research to be useful to students of English Department, students are expected to be qualified and competence as English Literature students especially to improve students’ knowledge about morphology as a part of the grammar of a language that have contains of rules for derivational and inflectional morphemes.
2. For English Department Literature students are hoped to more attention to the subject of morphology, because learning pass trough of morphology process that can build and increase "Vocabulary".